
 

 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1. Synopsis of The BFG (1982)  

A novel by Roald Dahl entitled The BFG tells a story of an orphan girl who lives in an 

orphanage named Sophie. The orphanage guard is known to be fierce and likes to punish 

children. One night, Sophie couldn't fall asleep and then she remembered that it was witching 

hour. witching hour is a time when the atmosphere will be quiet and tense. Hence, children 

are also forbidden to wake up when witching hour arrives. However, Sophie woke up from 

her bed and wanted to see what was outside during witching hour. Sophie walked slowly so 

as not to be found out by the orphanage guards or she would be severely punished. he also 

saw the situation outside where it was very dark, quiet and felt tense. At that time sophie 

suddenly saw a big silhouette and she was scared. Sophie thought it was a giant. The giant 

kidnapped Sophie and took her somewhere. 

After a long journey, sophie arrived at a strange place then he was brought into a cave. 

Sophie was put on the table by the giant, she was scared because she thought that she would 

be eaten by the giant. Sophie tried to talk with the giant, she talked about she was scared to be 

eaten by him. Then, BFG introduced himself that he was a big friendly giant he did not like to 

eat humans. BFG told about the food he usually ate and suggested Sophie to try the 

snozzcumber but she did not like it. Besides that, BFG also told that he was a dream catcher 

and he collected various dreams and put it inside in the dream bottles that were neatly arranged 

in his cave. Therefore, Sophie also felt interested and BFG invited Sophie to go to the dream 

country to catch some dreams. 

Sophie saw another giant about to leave the giant country. BFG also told about what 

the giants would do. The giants are known to go to various countries to prey on humans. 

Sophie was shocked when she heard the story told by the BFG about the cruel behavior of the 

giants. Sophie had the desire to help the human from the giant's cruel act. Sophie also had a 



 

 

brilliant idea, the idea was to mix the bottles of dream bottles that BFG had. The dream 

contained a story about a giant eating humans and also there were Sophie and the BFG. The 

dream bottle will be given to The Queen of England because Sophie needs the queen's help to 

catch the giant. Sophie finally arrived at the queen's palace with the BFG, then she gave the 

dream bottle to the sleeping queen. Because of that, the queen also dreamed of a cruel giant 

and finally woke up from her sleep. Because her dream was real, The Queen was willing to 

help Sophie catch the cruel giants. 

The capture of the giant was finally done, the giants were caught and placed in a 

dungeon. finally they managed to save humans who would be eaten by the giants. All people 

from around the world thank BFG and Sophie for saving their people from disaster. BFG and 

Sophie also got various prizes. The Queen also gave the BFG a big house and a small cottage 

for Sophie which was close to the palace. 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2. The Segmentation of The BFG (1982) 

Sequence Description 

1. 
Description of a child who couldn’t sleep 

1a Explanation of witching hour as a silent night when every 

child in a deep slept. 

1b Description of a curious child who couldn’t sleep and got out 

of bed to see outside the room. 

1c The narrator’s explanation of  the orphanage children woke 

up at night would get punishment. 

1d Sophie's curiosity about the outside when the witching hour 

came because it was a special moment in the middle of the 

night. 



 

 

1e The narrator’s description of  the outside during witching 

hour which were pale and ghostly. 

1f The narrator’s description of mysterious thing came up which 

was something tall, black and very thin. 

2. 
The narrator’s description of mysterious things came at witching hour. 

2a 
Sophie's description of the mysterious thing’s movement which 

was very fast and then stopped or hid. 

2b Sophie's conciousness of mysterious thing wasa giant after 

she lookedat him very close that he brought big stuffs. 

2c 
Sophie’s description of the giant person’s looked which wore a 

long black cloak, held very long and thin trumpet also large 

suitcase. 

2d 
Sophie’s description of her fears which she held her breath and 

trembled when watched the giants did something to the 

Goochey children. 

2e 
Sophie’s caught of a glimpse of giant’s looked which he had 

enormous long pale wrinkly face, the most enormouse ears, 

sharp nose, two bright flashing eyes. 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophie’s hiding place was under her blanket and waited. 

3a The narrator’s description of Sophie’s fear when she caught 

by the giant that her blood froze and wanted to scream. 

3b 
The narrator’s description of Sophie taken by the giant in 

witching hour with his huge hand with pale fingers. 

3c 
Sophie’s feeling about taken by the giant was an awful thing that 

she did not imagine before. 

3d 
The narrator’s description of what Sophie saw in the outside that 

there were village houses and knew they were running fast. 

3e 
The narrator’s description of how the giant ran very fast so that 

his clothes flew like a wings. 

3f 
Sophie’s thought of her would be eaten because of her fearful 

thought. 

4 
The narrator’s description of Sophie’s thought during her kidnapped to 

a place which they ran very fast so the wind rushed. 



 

 

4a The narrator’s description of  the place outside from Sophiethere 

were craggy mountain, the sky and clouds with the sun color 

changed to red 

4b The narrator’s description of Sophie came nearer of a cave that 

she saw a massive round stone. 

4c The narrator’sdescription of Sophie entered the cave that the 

giant opened the cave and she saw there was no light also 

dark. 

4d Sophie's thoughts about her would be eaten by a giantwhere 

shewould be boiled or fried. 

4e Sophie’s description of a cave with a big shelf and lots of bottles. 

4f Sophie's description of the giant outfit when he took off his black 

cloak while she watching him with her thick glasses and 

trembled. 

5 
The narrator’s description of Sophie and BFG in the cave started to talk. 

5a Sophie’s fear of the hungry BFG that made her trembled. 

5b The BFG’s explanation about giants ate humans. 

5c Sophie’s patriotic respond about giants that ate humans in every 

country. 

5d The BFG’s explanation about human as the food of the giants. 

5e The BFG’s explanation about human bean’s different taste for 

giants. 

5f BFG and Sophie’s  introduction that BFG was a kind giant and 

sophie was an orphanage child. 

6 
The narrator’s description of The Giants 

6a Sophie’s curiosity against his kidnapped because BFG said he 

was nice and friendly. 

6b The BFG’s explanation about human mind that not believe the 

existence towards The Giants. 



 

 

6c The BFG’s warn on Sophie about got out of the cave that she 

would be eaten by the giants outside. 

7 
Sophie’s visionof life outside the cave where a lot of giants there laid or 

sat. 

7a BFG’s explanation of Sophie’s look of where the giants did 

nothing until the night came and searched humans to be eaten. 

7b Sophie’s shock at giant’s behavior that they would go to another 

country to eat humans. 

7c BFG’s lack of courage to stop the giant’s behavior because the 

giants were bigger than him. 

7d BFG’s explanation of the number of humans eaten by giants in 

every country 

7e BFG’s explanation of the place that Giants visited was depend on 

the humans’ taste for them. 

8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BFG’s attention to Sophie’s nightie because he worried Sophie would 

feel cold 

8a BFG’s thought of Sophie’s parents after knew she has 

dissapeared. 

8b Sophie’s explanation of being an orphans that she did not have 

parents. 

8c Sophie’s life in orphanage that she hated when she got punishment 

of breaking the rules. 

8d BFG’s tear about Sophie’s story in orphanage that she got 

punishment to not drink or eat. 

8e Sophie’s amazement at BFG that he could feel sad after heard her 

story. 

9 
Sophie’s worries about her situation where she was in giant country. 

9a BFG’s regret of kidnapping Sophie and brought her to the giant 

country. 

9b Sophie’s thought about got out of the Giant’s abode. 



 

 

9c Sophie’s thought about her to be eaten by The Giant. 

9d BFG’s treat towards Sophie that he would protect her from giants 

10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophie’s curiosity of  BFG did in the village last night with the stuff he 

brought. 

10a Sophie’s curiosity of the things carried by the BFG which was the 

trumpet and suitcase. 

10b BFG’s doubt about Sophie might told to others about his secret. 

10c BFG’s request towards Sophie to ride an elephant before he told 

about the secret. 

10d BFG’s explanation of him as a dream-blowing giant. 

10e BFG’s story about dreams that he collected from sleeping 

children. 

10f BFG’s marvellous ears could hear anything especially dreams. 

11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophie’s curiosity of BFG’s food 

11a BFG’s explanation about snozzcumber which was a vegetable that 

grown in the giant country. 

11b Sophie’s correction of giant speech which she thought he said 

wrong things. 

11c BFG’s request of Sophie’s understandingabout BFG’s talk 

because he never been to school. 

11d Sophie’s curiosity of how giants could exist then BFG’s 

explanation of giants were not born and did not have parents. 

11e BFG’s feeling about ate snozzcumber which was crunchy as 

eating ice. 

11f Sophie’s response after ate snozzcumber that she did not like it. 

12 
Sophie’s correction about BFG’s speech because he always said the 

wrong words. 

12a BFG’s request to Sophie to be patient of  BFG’s speech 



 

 

12b BFG’s thought about his terrible speak which was his problem 

that could not speak clearly. 

12c Sophie’s compliment about the way he talked was simply 

beautiful. 

12d Sophie’s suggestion about ate vegetables around her village in the 

next visit. 

12e BFG’s rejection about Sophie’s suggestion because he thought it 

meanstole someone else's. 

12f BFG’s pride on himself as honourable giant. 

13 
Bloodbottler’s arrival to the cave 

13a The narrator’s description of the Bloodbottler entered the cave 

which like tremendouse thumping nose and his voice like a 

thunder. 

13b Sophie’s fear of she could be seen by hiding behind the 

snozzcumber. 

13c Bloodbottler’s suspicion of BFG was with humans because he 

heard BFG talked with someone else. 

13d BFG’s protection by hiding Sophie behind her back. 

13e The narrator’s description of bloodbottler’s physical which was 

like a scary giant. 

14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bloodbottler’s curiousity of BFG’s dream bottles and asked what BFG 

put in those bottles. 

14a The narrator’s description of Sophie’s idea which was hide in the 

snozzcumber. 

14b Bloodbottler’s curiosity of snozzcumberthat he grabbed the half-

eaten snozzcumber. 

14c BFG and Bloodbottler’s ignorance of Sophie’s hide in 

snozzcumber because they focused on the talk about the 

snozzcumber’s taste. 

14d BFG’s disgustment towards bloodbottler for eating humans. 



 

 

14e BFG’s worry of Sophie that almost eaten by Bloodbottlerbecause 

she hid in snozzcumber. 

15 
The giants’ beverage which was adelicious drink. 

15a Sophie’s thirsty feeling after not drank for long hours and asked 

for a little water. 

15b BFG’s offer and explanation of  giant’s frobscottle to the Sophie 

that was very delicious for them. 

15c The BFG’s frobscottle which he showed to Sophie that he took 

from huge cupboard. 

15d Narrator’s description of frobscottle which like a glass of bottle 

that had six feet tall, pale green liquid and the bottle was half 

full. 

15e Sophie’s thought of a strange drink which frobscottle  because it 

was did not look like her normal drink . 

15f The BFG’s explanation about sensation of drinking frobscottle 

that tasted delicious for them. 

15g The BFG’s explanation of  the giants’s result after drink 

frobscottle which made a big sound from the buttom. 

15h The BFG’s result after drank the frobscottlethat he made a very 

big sound like a thunder. 

16 
The BFG’s offer to Sophie to try drank frobscottle by tipping the neck of 

the enormous bottle. 

16a Sophie’s explanation about her felt after drank the frobscottle 

which was very sweet and fresh. 

16b Sophie’s results of drinking frobscottle which made a big sound 

like a music and thunder. 

16c Sophie’s feeling after drank the frobscottle which was better for 

her. 

16d The BFG’s feeling about drank frobscottle which was so 

refreshing. 

17 
The BFG’s dream-catching 



 

 

 

 17a BFG’s invitation to Sophie to join the dream-catching. 

17b Sophie’s agreement and hid in BFG’s pocket during the journey. 

17c The BFG’s equipments of catching dreams and ready to went 

outside the cave. 

17d The narrator’s description of there were a lot of giants outside that 

they had to pass. 

17e The BFG’s introduction of various enormous giants’ name they 

passed to Sophie.  

17f Sophie’s description about the giants they passed which there 

were  Fleshlumpting giant, Bloodbottler and they all were nine 

giants. 

18 
Sophie’s description about the giant they met which was Fleshlumpeater 

that grabbed The BFG. 

18a Sophie’s vision of the situation outside that all of the giants 

clustered around the poor BFG. 

18b The giants’ action of disturbing BFG as a toy for them by threw 

him up like a ball. 

18c BFG’s guilts of the incident happened by saying sorry to Sophie. 

18d Sophie’s worries about BFG being treated like a toy with the 

giants. 

18e BFG’s explanation of how another giants caught humans that they 

were steal the sleeping children from the bedroom’s window 

and each of them had different ways to steal the children. 

19 

 

 

The narrator’s description about their trip that the way BFG made a 

phenomenal leaps and unbelieveable speed. 

19a Sophie and BFG’s arrival in dream country where all dreams was 

begin. 

19b BFG’s dream-catching equipments which he prepared the glass 

jar from the suitcase. 

19c BFG’s dream catch equipments that he used to start catching the 

dreams. 



 

 

19d The narrator’s description how BFG caught the dreams which was 

use his net and put the dream in the bottle. 

19e The BFG’s explanation of every dreams they got to Sophie that 

had different stories behind it. 

19f Sophie and BFG’s homecoming after finished the dream catching. 

20 

 

 

BFG’s idea for the sleeping giants. 

20a The narrator’s description of sleeping giants when the BFG came 

nearer to them that the giants were snoring loudly. 

20b The BFG’s idea after saw the sleeping giants and gave the dreams 

to them. 

20c The BFG’s plan about took  his dream’s equipments and started 

deliver the dream to the giants. 

20d The narrator’s description of how BFG delivered the dream by 

blewing his trumpet to the giant. 

20e 
The narrator’s description about the sleeping giant’s reaction 

after had a nightmare. 

20f The BFG and Sophie’s satisfication of what happened to the 

sleeping giant from distance. 

21 
BFG’s work of naming each dream bottles. 

21a Sophie’s question about how to distinguish the dream bottles. 

21b The BFG’s explanation of how him distinguish the dream bottles 

which those were have special label or he could hear the 

dream. 

21c The BFG’s written of each dream bottles which printed big and 

bold. 

21d Sophie’s correction of BFG’s written mistake. 

21e BFG’s explanation of he never had a chance to go to school so he 

often made mistakes. 

21f Sophie’s regret about keep corrected BFG’s speech and she said 

sorry to him. 



 

 

22 
Sophie’s curiosity of what really happened about the dream if it was blow 

to her. 

22a BFG’s explanation about the dream that it would be more incident 

happened. 

22b 
Sophie’s description of what she saw in the dream bottle 

which was unique. 

22c Sophie’s reaction was excited after saw something in the bottle 

looked alive. 

22d The BFG’s explanation of dream which was not need anything 

and it wait peaceably. 

22e Sophie’s curiousity of another dream by asking if she could see 

some other dreams. 

23 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophie’s read of the dream bottle’s label. 

23a Sophie’s curiosity of boys and girls dreams. 

23b The BFG’s explanation of boys and girls dreams which both  were 

seperate. 

23c Sophie’s request about her wanted to read the boy’s dreams. 

23d Sophie’s response after read the dream which she thought the 

dreams were funny and pretty ridiculous. 

23e Sophie’s curiosity of dream bottles with tiny labels by reading the 

labels. 

23f The BFG’s explanation of dream bottles with tiny labels that were 

enough to remind him. 

23g Sophie’s compliment of BFG’s written that she said amazing. 

23h The BFG’s reason why he could write that he borrowed a book 

from little boy when he blow the dream. 

24 
The giants’ preparation about went to another country to find human 

beans. 

24a Sophie’s peep to see the outside situation which all of the giants 

went. 



 

 

24b BFG’s question about the Fleshlumpeater’s went tonight. 

24c The giants’ journey about went to the England then found English 

children. 

24d The giants’ reason to find English children because they would 

eat many children. 

24e The giant’s talk about English children that Sophie did not 

understand. 

24f The BFG’s explanation from Sophie’s confusion which the giants 

would find the children at school and ate them. 

24g Sophie’s desire to stop the giants because of the awful incident 

would happen. 

24h The BFG’s thought about nothing they could do to the giants 

because he did not have any idea to do. 

25 
BFG’s thought about humans were not kind because human would send 

him to the zoo and Sophie would send back to the orphanage. 

25a Sophie’s thought about Queen of England was the kind one. 

25b 
Fleshlumptear’s thought about The Queen taste and many 

soldier around her that he would not eat the Queen. 

25c Sophie’s frustation about Fleshlumpeater’s thought about the 

Queen. 

26 
Sophie’s idea to meet The Queen to solve the problem which was stop 

the giants’ action. 

26a Sophie’s hope of the Queen believe about giants’ existance. 

26b 
Sophie’s idea about made the queen dream of giants. 

26c BFG’s thought on his doubts about Sophie’s idea might be fail. 

26d Sophie’s confidence in her idea that would be success. 

27 
BFG’s mixing dreams about the giant’s did to the children for the Queen. 

27a BFG and Sophie’s plan to mix the dreams for the Queen. 

27b BFG’s doubt of how they could approach the Queen and delivered 

the dream. 



 

 

27c Sophie’s plan for the contents of the mixed dream for the Queen. 

27d BFG and Sophie’s plan of what they should do in the palace. 

27e Sophie’s convince of the doubtful BFG that afraid of the soldier. 

27f Sophie’s knowledgement of The Queen Palace because she stayed 

in different orphanage last year. 

27g Sophie’s plan about met the Queen immediately after dream 

mixed to save the children 

28 
The mixing dream’s process. 

28a The narrator’s description about the situation about started mix 

the dream which was at night and BFG placed Sophie on the 

table. 

28b The narrator’s description about BFG who were look for dreams 

to be mixed on the shelf. 

28c The narrator’s description about BFG started mix many dreams 

by taking one and another dream. 

28d The narrator’s description about the bubble jumped out of the 

dream bottle. 

 BFG’s explanation about the nightmare dream for the Queen  

which there were giants that ate humans. 

29 
BFG’s explanation about the nightmare dream for the Queen  which there 

were giants that ate humans. 

29a The narrator’s description about what Sophie saw at the dream 

bottle. 

29b Sophie’s guilt about gave a nightmare for the Queen. 

29c BFG’s convince of Sophie about the Queen’s nightmare dream 

saved the children. 

29d BFG’s explanation of the mixed dream that he had done put the 

whole story. 

30 
Sophie and BFG’s journey about went to the Palace. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30a The narrator’s description about Sophie’s feeling about 

enthusiastic. 

30b The narrator’s description about BFG prepared of his stuffs and 

leave. 

30c Sophie’s decision about sat on BFG’s ear. 

30d The narrator’s description of BFG’s ear which were big, thick and 

comfortable for Sophie. 

30e Sophie’s feeling which was worry and happy to sit in BFG’s ear. 

30f Sophie’s attitude about spoke carefully in BFG’s ear. 

31 
Sophie and BFG’s journey about went to London. 

31a The narrator’s description about the situation of their journey 

which was at night, Sophie still with her nightie sat comfortly 

in BFG’ear. 

31b The narrator’s description about Sophie’s feeling when sat on 

BFG’s ear during the journey which was comfortable. 

31c The narrator’s description about how BFG ran during the journey 

which was he bounce off the ground and very fast like rockets. 

31d The narrator’s description about Sophie’s feeling during the 

journey that Sophie was sleepy and tired. 

31e The narrator’s description of what Sophie saw the giants galloped 

and guzzled back home. 

31f Sophie’s guilt about to know the children were hunt by the giants. 

32 
The narrator’s description of the situation where they were in England 

and close to London. 

32a The narrator’s description about they were in the street full of 

houses. 

32b The narrator’s description of  no one of human would see BFG 

because he was do this for years. 

32c The narrator’s description of them were arrive in the streets full 

of houses. 



 

 

32d Sophie and BFG’s arrival in Hyde Park near the Palace. 

32e The narrator’s description of  BFG jumped to the pavement and 

wall to get near the Palace. 

32f BFG and Sophie’s arrival in Queen’s back garden 

33 
BFG and Sophie’s arrival in the Palace. 

33a a. The narrator’s description of the Palace full of 

tall trees and tidy flowers. 

33b b. BFG and Sophie’s confusion which the Queen’s bedroom 

because there were a lot of rooms. 

33c c. The narrator’s description when BFG and Sophie saw the 

palace guard then they moved silently. 

34 

 

 

BFG and Sophie’s discovery of sleeping lady  in the bedroom. 

34a The narrator’s description of the bedroom when BFG opened the 

window which were large and lovely room with expensive 

stuffs. 

34b The narrator’s description of how BFG could open the window 

carefully because he was do on thousand windows to blow the 

dreams.. 

34c The narrator’s description of BFG put Sophie carefully on the 

window-ledge. 

34d The narrator’s description about London situation which were in 

summertime and cold. 

34e The narrator’s description of how BFG started to give the dream 

to the Queen by taking the glass jar and started blow it. 

34f Sophie’s decision to wait the dream worked by sitting on the 

window. 

34g BFG’s waiting in the garden. 

35 
The narrator’s description about the situation which the sun appeared. 

35a The narrator’s description about Sophie that sat on the window of  

the Queen’s bedroom while the Queen were sleeping. 



 

 

35b The narrator’s thought about what would happen next after the 

dream worked. 

35c The dream plan’s successful about the Queen was dream about 

giants ate the humans in every country. 

35d Sophie’s guilt because the Queen had dream of giants. 

35e The narrator’s description about Sophie waited the Queen to wake 

up. 

36 
Sophie’s hearing of someone enterd the Queen’s room. 

36a Sophie’s hearing of  the Queen voice who dreamed about giants. 

36b The Queen’s talk about her nightmare to Mary as her maid. 

36c The Queen’s explanation of what she dreamed that was terrible. 

36d Mary’s surprise about the Queen’s dream which real happened as 

they seen in the newpapper. 

36e The Queen’s surprise of what happened relate to her dream. 

36f Sophie’s curiosity to see into the Queen’s room after the Queen 

woke up. 

36g The Queen’s feeling about the dream wasvery clear. 

37 

 

 

The Queen and Mary’s surprise when they saw Sophie was sit on the 

window. 

37a The narrator’s description when the Queen was see Sophie and 

shocked. 

37b The narrator’s description about Mary’s looked that was an old 

woman and she was shocked. 

37c The narrator’s description about Mary shocked and shouted to 

Sophie. 

37d The narrator’s description about Mary shocked and shouted to 

Sophie. 

38 
Mary’s angriness to see Sophie was sat there on the window-ledge. 



 

 

38a The Queen’s shock of what she saw were the same as she 

dreamed. 

38b Mary’s worries about the Queen looked shock after knew what 

happen. 

38c The Queen’s thought about she still dreaming. 

38d Mary’s convince the Queen that she was not dreaming. 

39 
The Queen’s dream became a reality of  there was a little girl sit on the 

window 

39a Mary’s confusion about the situation which the dream was real. 

39b The Queen’s curiosity about what happened and asked Sophie 

while Mary couldn’t control herself. 

39c Sophie’s talk about BFG which he was kind and friendly giant to 

the Queen 

39d The Queen’s memory about her dream about there were little girl 

and a giant called BFG. 

39e The Queen’s curiosity about how did sophie know what she 

dreamed. 

40 
Sophie’s request to call the BFG towards the Queen. 

40a Sophie’s permission to the Queen for bringing BFG to her 

40b The narrator’s description about The queen prepared herself 

before met the BFG which she was take a deep breath and 

changed her dress. 

40c The Queen’s  readiness about to see BFG. 

40d Mary’s thought about the impossible giant would come because 

she still did not believe for what happened. 

40e Mary’s displeasure about Sophie’s sillinies about BFG. 

40f The Queen’s request about Sophie’s breakfast to Mary. 

41 

 

 

The narrator’s description of BFG’s looked which were very tall, wore 

blak cloak and brought his trumpets. 



 

 

 

 41a The Queen and Mary’s reaction when the BFG came which Mary 

was scream and the Queen was gasp 

41b The narrator’s description when BFG came in front of them that 

he did graceful bow and his height was equivalent to the 

window they were in 

41c The narrator’s description of  the Queen’s thought that it was her 

first time of her life to meet a giant. 

41d The narrator’s description about there was gardener fell below of  

BFG because he was surprise of there was a big foot in front 

of him. 

42 
BFG’s conversation which was funny for the Queen. 

42a BFG and Sophie’s talk about BFG’s food which was the 

snozzcumber to the Queen. 

42b The chosen Queen’s room that was the Ballroomfor their 

breakfast place. 

42c The Queen’s request for Sophie to change her dress for breakfast. 

42d Sophie’s request for breakfast food to the Queen that were 

sausages, bacon and fried eggs. 

43 
Royal breakfast’s  preparation. 

43a The narrator’s description about the servants panic when they 

made food for giant in a short time. 

43b The narrator’s description about Mr. Tibbs as the Queen’s  most 

reliable butler. 

43c Mr. Tibbs’ calculation about how much food were needed for The  

BFG. 

43d The narrator’s description about Mr. Tibbs came to the ballroom 

and the whole footmen for preparing the breakfast. 

43e The narrator’s description about Mr. Tibbs’ doubt when prepared 

the dining table for BFG. 



 

 

43f Mr. Tibbs’s preparation about cutlery for BFG that he told the 

footmen to bring the big stuffs which could be use. 

43g Mr. Tibbs’s preparation of a coffee cup for BFG that he told to 

bring the biggest jug in the kitchen. 

43h Mr. Tibbs’s preparation of  The Queen and Sophie’s dining table. 

44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The BFG and Sophie’s royal breakfast with The Queen. 

44a The narrator’s description about the Queen and Sophie’s looked 

which were dresses nicely and entered the ballroom. 

44b The narrator’s description about how BFG entered the ballroom 

that he had difficulty because of his height. 

44c The narrator’s description about the difficulty of BFG in the 

ballroom where he hit the crystal chandelier. 

44d BFG’s mess that was soon sort out byMr. Tibbs that told the 

footmen to clean it 

44e The Queen’s confusion about BFG’s absurd words 

44f BFG’s amazed response about his seat and looked around the 

ballroom. 

45 
The narrator’s description when the food came and how Mr. Tibbs served 

the food for BFG. 

45a BFG’s question about the food and Sophie’sexplanation of the 

food usually eaten by BFG 

45b The narrator’s description when BFG started to eat the foods that 

he could eat easily. 

45c Foods’ preparation again for BFG because he needs more. 

45d BFG’s beverage about coffee which he could not drink and asked 

frobscottle to the Queen. 

45e The Queen’s surprise about the drink which was frobscottle that 

requested by BFG. 

46 
Sophie’s explanation to BFG that there was no frobscottle in the Palace. 



 

 

46a Queen’s misunderstanding about what BFG said about the 

intended music. 

46b Sophie’s prohibition about BFG to blow the wind from his buttom 

but he still did it with the permission of the Queen. 

46c The BFG’s fart that made the Queen shock. 

46d The narrator’s description about BFG’s food still did not enough 

for him and he needs more foods to eat. 

47 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophie’s talk aboutthe whole story started from her met with BFG to the 

Queen during breakfast. 

47a The Queen’s curiosityabout where the giants went at the night 

before. 

47b The Queen’s call after she knew what happened in Sweden and 

told the giants story. 

47c Sophie’s request to the Queen to stop the giants immediately. 

47d The Queen’s curiosityabout the truth by asking the BFG about the 

giants again. 

47e 
The Queen’s callof Baghdadto make sure something 

happened. 

47f Sophie and BFG’s truth story of giants and The Queen’s  

preparationof the troops. 

48 

 

 

 

The head of the troops’ readinnes that already stood beside the Queen. 

48a The narrator’s description about the situation where the Queen 

was explained the story to the head of the troops which was 

unbelieveable 

48b The Queen’s request about started the mission quickly to the head 

of army. 

48c The Queen’s request to not murder the giant during the mission. 

49 
The Queen, Sophie and BFG with the head of army’s  plan for the giants 

which tied the sleeping giants then lift them up using a helicopter. 

49a The head of army’s disbeliefof the giant country’s map. 



 

 

49b 
The BFG’s request about to follow him to the giant country. 

49c The head of army’s thought of ridiciulous mission. 

49d Sophie’s permission to the Queen to join with BFG and sitting in 

his ears 

49e The Queen’s compliment that she said BFG was a wonderful 

Giant of Sophie sit on his ear. 

49f BFG’s request of special gift from the Queen that he wanted to 

ride the helicopter. 

  50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The narrator’s description of BFG who did something new of his life that 

his journey was with nine helicopter. 

50a 
The narrator’s description of people saw the BFG journey 

which seemed so shocking to them. 

50b The narrator’s description of  the pilots saw Sophie sat on BFG's 

ear which was a little girl wore glasses and waved to them. 

50c The narrator’s description of BFG went fast like there were 

rockets in his toes and skimmed over the earth. 

50d The narrator’s description of that hard for pilots to match the 

speed of BFG so they sometimes left behind. 

51 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The head of army’s thought  the journey were ridiculous because they 

went out of the map but the pilot’s thought it was a fun journey. 

51a The pilot and the head of army’s  debate where they went to a 

place that wasn't in the atlas 

51b The troop’s arrival in giant country and stopped near the giants. 

51c The BFG’s request to the head of army about moved quitely so 

the giant not woke up. 

51d The head of army’s fear when he heard the giant snored 

51e The narrator’s description about the fear of the troops when they 

were close to the sleeping giant and how the sleeping giant 

looked which were ugly, half-naked laid on the ground 

51f The BFG’s explanation of what happened  if the giant woke up 

that they would eat all of the troops. 



 

 

52 
The narrator’s description of the head of army commanded  the troops to 

start caught the giants. 

52a The operation’s work were start while Sophie and BFG watched 

from far. 

52b The narrator’s description of how the soldier caught the giants 

which were all the soldiers brought ropes and chains. 

52c The fleshlumpeater’s action after knew there were human beans 

that he woke up and roar at the soldiers 

53 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophie’s request about helped the soldier to the BFG. 

53a Sophie’s help towards BFG who had fight with the 

Fleshlumpeater. 

53b Sophie’s action about annoyed the fleshlumpeater by her brooch. 

53c BFG’s chance to outwit the cowardly fleshlumpeater. 

53d Fleshlumpeater’s trap cause he was tricked by Sophie and BFG. 

53e BFG’s explanation of why sleeping giants did not wake up during 

arrest. 

53f The head of army’s pride of  fleshlumpeater’s capture. 

54 
The dream bottles’ delivery by jeeps from the BFG cave and gave it to 

the giants. 

54a BFG’s mysterious equipment was issue and would be used by 

him. 

54b The narrator’s description of  the brought of dream bottles by 

jeeps and went near to the giants. 

54c The narrator’s description of  the giants hanged by helicopter and  

the Giants’ response after knew they were hanged. 

54d The narrator’s description of  the  hanging giant went to England 

that were roar and screamed. 

54e The narrator’s description of the sitauation where there were nine 

helicopters that brought the giants in the sky. 



 

 

55 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The narrator’s description of  the crowdness happened where the earth 

diggers  prepared big holes to bury the giants. 

55a The narrator’s description of the holes for giants which were very 

big and deep 

55b The narrator’s description of none of the soldiers dared to come 

down and untied the giant because of their fear. 

55c BFG’s decision of went down and untied the giants because giants 

never killed each other. 

55d The narrator’s description of BFG untied the rope on the giants 

easily. 

56 
The BFG’s food that he brought to the  giants which was snozzcumber’s 

taste. 

56a The Queen’s curiosity of the snozzcumbers. 

56b The BFG’s food that he threw down the snozzcumber on the 

giants. 

56c The BFG’s snozzcumber plants that he brought to the royal garden 

for feeding the giants. 

56d The Queen’s praise of BFG’s cleverness. 

57 
The narrator’s description of every country’s gratitude to the BFG. 

57a BFG and Sophie’s gitfs from every country that were camels, 

ilamas, wellies, beautiful hats and porks and others. 

57b The narrator’s description of  BFG and Sophie’s gift from the 

Queen which houses near her. 

57c The narrator’s description of tourist visited for giant feeding time 

in the Palace. 

57d The narrator’s description of giant feeding time’s disaster that 

took victims for not obeyed the feeding time’s rules. 

57e Sophie’s lesson for BFG’s properly spoke that she taught how to 

spell and write 



 

 

57f BFG’s hardworkby studying hard to read and tried to write essays 

that made him become a writer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 3. Data Collection of the Characterization of Sophie 

No  Characters Subsequences 

1. Curious 1d Sophie's curiosity about the outside when the witching hour 

came because it was a special moment in the middle of the 

night. 

6a Sophie’s curiosity against her kidnapped because BFG said 

he was nice and friendly. 

10a Sophie’s curiosity of the things carried by the BFG which 

was the trumpet and suitcase. 

11d  Sophie’s curiosity of how giants could exist then BFG’s 

explanation of giants were not born and did not have 

parents. 

21a Sophie’s question about how to distinguish the dream 

bottles. 

22e Sophie’s curiosity of another dream by asking if she could 

see some other dreams. 

23a Sophie’s curiosity of boys and girls dreams. 

23e Sophie’s curiosity of dream bottles with tiny labels by 

reading the labels. 

24a Sophie’s peep to see the outside situation which all of the 

giants went. 

36f Sophie’s curiosity to see into the Queen’s room after the 

Queen woke up. 

2. Creative 14a The narrator’s description of Sophie’s idea which was hide 

in the snozzcumber. 

26b Sophie’s idea about made the queen dream of giants.  

27c Sophie’s plan for the contents of the mixed dream for the 

Queen. 

30c Sophie’s decision about sat on BFG’s ear. 



 

 

53b Sophie’s action about annoyed the fleshlumpeater by her 

brooch. 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4d Sophie's thoughts  about her would be eaten by a giant 

where she would be boiled or fried. 

11b Sophie’s correction of BFG’s speech which she thought he 

said the wrong things. 

12d Sophie’s suggestion about ate vegetables around her village 

in the next visit. 

18d Sophie’s worries about BFG being treated like a toy with 

the giants. 

21d Sophie’s correction of BFG’s written mistake. 

25c Sophie’s frustation about Fleshlumpeater’s thought about 

the Queen. 

29b Sophie’s guilt about gave a nightmare for the Queen. 

31f Sophie’s guilt about to know the children were hunt by the 

giants. 

35d Sophie’s guilt because the Queen had dream of giants. 

4. Sincere 5c Sophie’s patriotic respond about giants that ate humans in 

every country. 

21f Sophie’s regret about keep corrected BFG’s speech and she 

said sorry to him. 

24g Sophie’s desire to stop the giants because of the awful 

incident would happen. 

25a Sophie’s thought about Queen of England was the kind one. 

27a Sophie’s hope of the Queen believe about giants’ existance. 

27g Sophie’s plan about met the Queen immediately after dream 

mixed to save the children. 

47c Sophie’s request to the Queen to stop the giants 

immediately. 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Honest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8c Sophie’s life in orphanage that she hated when she got 

punishment of breaking the rules. 

8e Sophie’s amazement at BFG that he could feel sad after 

heard her story. 

11f Sophie’s response after ate snozzcumber that she did not 

like it. 

12c Sophie’s compliment about the way BFG talked was simply 

bceautiful. 

16a Sophie’s explanation about her felt after drank the 

frobscottle which was very sweet and fresh. 

16c Sophie’s feeling after drank the frobscottle which was better 

for her. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22b Sophie’s description of what she saw in the dream bottle 

which was unique. 

22c Sophie’s reaction was excited after saw something in the 

bottle looked alive. 

23d Sophie’s response after read the dream which she thought 

the dreams were funny and pretty ridiculous. 

23g Sophie’s compliment of BFG’s written that she said 

amazing. 

39c Sophie’s talk about BFG which he was kind and friendly 

giant to the Queen. 

47f Sophie and BFG’s truth story of giants and The Queen’s  

preparation of the troops. 

6. Polite 31f Sophie’s attitude about spoke carefully in BFG’s ear. 

34f Sophie’s decision to wait the dream worked by sitting on 

the window. 

40a Sophie’s permission to the Queen for bringing BFG to her. 

46b Sophie’s prohibition about BFG to blow the wind from his 

buttom but he still did it with the permission of the Queen. 

49d Sophie’s permission to the Queen to join with BFG and 

sitting in his ears. 

7. Helpful 25c Sophie’s insist about to stop the giants action soon. 

27e Sophie’s convince of the doubtful BFG that afraid of the 

soldier. 

28f Sophie’s knowledgement of The Queen Palace because she 

stayed in different orphanage last year. 

53a Sophie’s help towards BFG who had fight with the 

Fleshlumpeater.   

57e Sophie’s lesson for BFG’s properly spoke that she taught 

how to spell and write. 

8. Loyal 17b Sophie’s agreement and hid in BFG’s pocket during the 

journey. 

19a Sophie and BFG’s arrival in dream country where all 

dreams was begin 

19f Sophie and BFG’s homecoming after finished the dream 

catching. 

32d Sophie and BFG’s arrival in Hyde Park near the Palace. 

52a Sophie’s request and The BFG put Sophie on his huge ear 

gently. 

57b The narrator’s description of  BFG and Sophie’s gift from 

the Queen which houses near her. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Appendix 4. Data Collection of 18 Values of Character Education in Sophie’s 

Character. 

No  Character Education 

Values 

Subsequences 

1. Religious  29b Sophie’s guilt about gave a nightmare for 

the Queen. 

31f Sophie’s guilt about to know the children 

were hunt by the giants. 

35d Sophie’s guilt because the Queen had 

dream of giants. 

2. Nationalist  25c  Sophie’s frustation about 

Fleshlumpeater’s thought about the Queen. 

25a Sophie’s thought about Queen of England 

was the kind one. 

35d Sophie’s guilt because the Queen had 

dream of giants. 

3. Social Care 11b Sophie’s correction of giant’s speech 

which she thought he said wrong things. 

12d Sophie’s suggestion about ate vegetables 

around her village in the next visit. 

18d Sophie’s worries about BFG being treated 

like a toy with the giants. 

25c Sophie’s frustation about Fleshlumpeater’s 

thought about the Queen. 

27e Sophie’s convince of the doubtful BFG 

that afraid of the soldier. 

29b Sophie’s guilt about gave a nightmare for 

the Queen. 

31f Sophie’s guilt about to know the children 

were hunt by the giants. 

35d Sophie’s guilt because the Queen had 

dream of giants. 

53a Sophie’s help towards BFG who had fight 

with the Fleshlumpeater.   

57e Sophie’s lesson for BFG’s properly spoke 

that she taught how to spell and write. 

4. 

 

 

Honest  

 

 

8c Sophie’s life in orphanage that she hated 

when she got punishment of breaking the 

rules. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8e Sophie’s amazement at BFG that he could 

feel sad after heard her story. 

11f Sophie’s response after ate snozzcumber 

that she did not like it. 

12c Sophie’s compliment about the way BFG 

talked was simply bceautiful 

16a Sophie’s explanation about her felt after 

drank the frobscottle which was very sweet 

and fresh. 

16c Sophie’s feeling after drank the frobscottle 

which was better for her 

22b Sophie’s description of what she saw in the 

dream bottle which was unique. 

22c Sophie’s reaction was excited after saw 

something in the bottle looked alive. 

23d Sophie’s response after read the dream 

which she thought the dreams were funny 

and pretty ridiculous. 

23g Sophie’s compliment of BFG’s written that 

she said amazing. 

39c Sophie’s talk about BFG which he was 

kind and friendly giant to the Queen. 

47f Sophie and BFG’s truth story of giants and 

The Queen’s  preparation of the troops. 

5. Tolerant 8e Sophie’s amazement at BFG that he could 

feel sad after heard her story. 

12c Sophie’s compliment about the way he 

talked was simply beautiful. 

39c Sophie’s talk about BFG which he was 

kind and friendly giant to the Queen. 

6. Discipline  34f Sophie’s decision to wait the dream 

worked by sitting on the window. 

40a Sophie’s permission to the Queen for 

bringing BFG to her. 

46b Sophie’s prohibition about BFG to blow 

the wind from his buttom but he still did it 

with the permission of the Queen. 

49d Sophie’s permission to The Queen to join 

with BFG and sitting in his ears. 

7. 

 

Hardworking  

 

14a The narrator’s description of Sophie’s idea 

which was hide in the snozzcumber. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27c Sophie’s plan for the contents of the mixed 

dream for the Queen. 

27g Sophie’s plan about met the Queen 

immediately after dream mixed. 

47c Sophie’s request to the Queen to stop the 

giants immediately. 

8. Creative  14a The narrator’s description of Sophie’s idea 

which was hide in the snozzcumber. 

26b Sophie’s idea about made the queen dream 

of giants. 

27c Sophie’s plan for the contents of the mixed 

dream for the Queen. 

30c Sophie’s decision about sat on BFG’s ear. 

53b Sophie’s action about annoyed the 

fleshlumpeater by her brooch. 

9. Autonomous 14a The narrator’s description of Sophie’s idea 

which was hide in the snozzcumber. 

30c Sophie’s decision about sat on BFG’s ear. 

53a 53a. Sophie’s help towards BFG who had 

fight with the Fleshlumpeater.   

53b Sophie’s action about annoyed the 

fleshlumpeater by her brooch. 

10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Curious 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1d Sophie's curiosity about the outside when 

the witching hour came because it was a 

special moment in the middle of the night. 

6a Sophie’s curiosity against his kidnapped 

because BFG said he was nice and 

friendly. 

10a Sophie’s curiousity of the things carried by 

the BFG which was the trumpet and 

suitcase. 

10d Sophie’s curiosity of how giants could 

exist then BFG’s explanation of giants 

were not born and did not have parents. 

21a Sophie’s question about how to distinguish 

the dream bottles. 

22e Sophie’s curiosity of another dream by 

asking if she could see some other dreams. 

23a Sophie’s curiosity of boys and girls 

dreams. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

23e Sophie’s curiosity of dream bottles with 

tiny labels by reading the labels. 

24a Sophie’s peep to see the outside situation 

which all of the giants went. 

37f Sophie’s curiosity to see into the Queen’s 

room after the Queen woke up. 

11. Democratic 40a Sophie’s permission to the Queen for 

bringing BFG to her 

49d Sophie’s permission to the Queen to join 

with BFG and sitting in his ears. 

49c Sophie’s request to the Queen to stop the 

giants immediately. 

52a Sophie’s request and The BFG put Sophie 

on his huge ear gently. 

12. Patriotic 5c Sophie’s patriotic respond about giants that 

ate humans in every country. 

24g Sophie’s desire to stop the giants because 

of the awful incident would happen. 

26d Sophie’s confidence in her idea that would 

be success. 

27g Sophie’s plan about met the Queen 

immediately after dream mixed. 

47c Sophie’s request to the Queen to stop the 

giants immediately. 

13. Appreciation in 

achievement 

12c Sophie’s compliment about the way BFG 

talked was simply bceautiful. 

23g Sophie’s compliment of BFG’s written that 

she said amazing. 

57b The narrator’s description of  BFG and 

Sophie’s gift from the Queen which houses 

near her. 

14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friendly/communicative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6a Sophie’s curiosity against her kidnapped 

because BFG said he was nice and 

friendly. 

11b Sophie’s correction of BFG’s speech 

which she thought he said the wrong 

things. 

11d Sophie’s curiosity of how giants could 

exist then BFG’s explanation of giants 

were not born and did not have parents. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12c Sophie’s compliment about the way he 

talked was simply bceautiful. 

12d Sophie’s suggestion about ate vegetables 

around her village in the next visit. 

21a Sophie’s question about how to distinguish 

the dream bottles. 

21f Sophie’s regret about keep corrected 

BFG’s speech and she said sorry to him. 

23d Sophie’s response after read the dream 

which she thought the dreams were funny 

and pretty ridiculous. 

23g Sophie’s compliment of BFG’s written that 

she said amazing. 

39c Sophie’s talk about BFG which he was 

kind and friendly giant to the Queen. 

40a Sophie’s permission to the Queen for 

bringing BFG to her. 

49d Sophie’s permission to the Queen to join 

with BFG and sitting in his ears. 

57e Sophie’s lesson for BFG’s properly spoke 

that she taught how to spell and write. 

15. Peace-loving 17b Sophie’s agreement and hid in BFG’s 

pocket during the journey. 

21f Sophie’s regret about keep corrected 

BFG’s speech and she said sorry to him. 

24g Sophie’s desire to stop the giants because 

of the awful incident would happen. 

25c Sophie’s insist about to stop the giants 

action soon. 

27g Sophie’s plan about met the Queen 

immediately after dream mixed 

47c Sophie’s request to the Queen to stop the 

giants immediately. 

16. Bibliophile  23d Sophie’s response after read the dream 

which she thought the dreams were funny 

and pretty ridiculous. 

23e Sophie’s curiosity of dream bottles with 

tiny labels by reading the labels. 

17.  Nature loving 5c Sophie’s patriotic respond about giants that 

ate humans in every country. 



 

 

12d Sophie’s suggestion about ate vegetables 

around her village in the next visit. 

22b Sophie’s description of what she saw in the 

dream bottle which was unique. 

22c Sophie’s reaction was excited after saw 

something in the bottle looked alive. 

18. Responsible  21f Sophie’s regret about keep corrected 

BFG’s speech and she said sorry to him. 

27e Sophie’s convince of the doubtful BFG 

that afraid of the soldier. 

27g Sophie’s plan about met the Queen 

immediately after dream mixed. 

28f Sophie’s knowledgement of The Queen 

Palace because she stayed in different 

orphanage last year. 

53a Sophie’s help towards BFG who had fight 

with the Fleshlumpeater.   

57e Sophie’s lesson for BFG’s properly spoke 

that she taught how to spell and write. 

57b The narrator’s description of  BFG and 

Sophie’s gift from the Queen which houses 

near her. 

  

 

 

 


